
chipfyn
This is good and is in a place that the modeler can refer to up until actually afixing it to the fuselage. Type is always in black.. �

chipfyn
Wonder how this got the Jaggies..  I'll bet you enlarged it somewhere along the line..right ?�

chipfyn
WIng tips are far too complicated for what they are..The tiny tabs are killers..perhaps the two big tabs are ok.  Why not just attach the top of the endplate to the upper wing surface and let the modeler bend it  down into a bit of glue?�

chipfyn
One long tab and always on the lower trail edge.�

chipfyn
Good layout of tabs on the center section..The two toward the trailing edge could be combined for easier cutting..THe center section doesn't need color.. It's a great place to show a front view and what the dihedral situation is.. �

chipfyn
People like looking at drawings and assembly sketches with callouts.. This is boring and few modelers wade through it.  I personally don't unless I get into trouble..I guess its easier for the designer tho..�

chipfyn
Lastly...We accept ONLY a designers BEST effort.. and we'll take it from there.  I've said it so many times..Your model will be built by FG customers for at least the next 1000 years..We'll  will publish it only after we just can't make it better..True,, we don't pay much up front but at least it's something and it's more than we can afford.  We've ben at this for over 20 years and have never seen profit.Eric, Hope these little notes help.. Thanks for sending it in and hope to see more in the future..I'd like to let other budding designers look it over if you don't mind.chip�

chipfyn
General Comments..The wings (and the model for THAT matter), on this sheet should be as large as possible.Would you want a larger model or lots of white space on the sheet?  Much care goes into getting the maximum model on a page..WHen you get the model into TWO sheets like this one is, you can put BOTH sheets on a 11x 15 in sheet and crop it to 7.56x 10.5 with 200 dpi (the fg standard.)�


